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Use Sugar to

• Search Sugar from Slack by typing /sugar [search term], then choose to 
share your search results alongside your conversations in a channel

• Just as you can send messages to your linked Slack channel(s), users can 
do the same from Slack using the /sugar slash command

• Upload a Slack channel from Sugar
• When the assigned user of an account changes, the corresponding Slack 

channel is updated
• The updates can be configured per module

Slack Integration for Sugar

Connect with the people and tools you work with every day

The Slack Integration for Sugar allows Sugar Users to communicate with team members and organize conversations 
by topics, projects, and more, in real-time between Slack and Sugar, increasing team collaboration, productivity, 
and streamlining searches across platforms.

Use Slack To:

• Communicate with your team and organize your conversations by topics, projects, and more
• Message or call anyone within your team
• Share and edit documents and collaborate with the right people
• Integrate the existing tools and services you already use
• Easily search a central knowledge base that automatically indexes and archives your team’s past conversations 

and files
• Customize your notifications so you stay focused on what matters

http://fayebsg.com
http://fayebsg.com
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FIVE REASONS TO INTEGRATE SLACK WITH SUGAR

Gain efficiency

When you’re looking for information, nothing is more frustrating than not knowing 
where to search. Luckily, integrating these platforms streamlines your searches 
across platforms.

Improve your user experience

Easily search a central knowledge base that automatically indexes and archives 
your team’s past conversations and files.

Focus on what matters

Since you can customize your notifications, you can stay focused on what matters 
most to you.

FREE VERSION VS. PROFESSIONAL VERSION

Slack seamlessly integrates with Sugar, with two versions available.

The free version allows users to search Sugar from Slack by typing /sugar with accounts, 
leads and contacts. The Professional version allows users to use the /sugar search command 

to search any module setup in Sugar via global search, and much more. 

GET YOUR 
FREE TRIAL
fayebsg.com

Navigate quickly

Search Sugar from Slack by typing /sugar in the search box. 
Then choose to share your search results alongside your 
conversations in-channel. Just as you can send messages to 
your linked Slack channel(s), you can send messages from Slack 
by using the /sugar slash command.

Organize conversations

You have discussions on Slack all day long. Some are one-
on-one chats; others are for a project or team. When you 
integrate Slack with Sugar, you can organize 
conversations by topic, project, and more in real time 
between Slack and Sugar. This feature increases team 
collaboration and productivity.

http://fayebsg.com
http://splash.crm.co
https://fayebsg.com/sugarcrm-slack-integration/
https://slack.com/oauth/v2/authorize?client_id=406434259075.855819144129&scope=channels:read,chat:write,chat:write.customize,chat:write.public,commands,groups:read,im:history,im:read,im:write,mpim:history,mpim:read,mpim:write,reactions:read,reactions:write,remote_files:read,team:read,users:read,users:read.email,users:write&user_scope=chat:write,identify,team:read,users:read,users:read.email



